PAYMENT OF INVOICES 1 & 2 FROM EURONAT 2015

Dear friends and members of the Collective 2014
I address all of you who have joined the Collective 2014 in its refusal to accept the
negotiations of the Protocol Transactional carried out between IFE and Euronat;
With little involvement from everyone and a <false vote>, IFE officials and Euronat
have signed a Transactionnel Protocol under the impression that this would apply to
all owners.
So, as it was envisaged and as you would expect, we have carried out various legal
notices (two declarative acts) which were delivered to SAS Euronat at the end of 2014
by bailiffs in the form of summons on behalf of the head 22 members concerning the
”rights of use”.

Many <owners> have already joined this voluntary assignment but it still lacks
many of our members of the Collectif 2014
Why?
You have all received the info 25. We just want to remind you of some important
points, then, none of you can say: "I did not know!”
-

There are those among you who fear <reprisals> from Euronat, but you're safe
because you do not refuse to pay, you have until just before the March 31 to
pay, The 2015 AMOUNT, IS CLOSE TO THAT PAID IN 2014. An
accompanying email will follow be in due course.

- There are some of you who joined the collective in the beginning, have payed a
financial participation and believe therefore that you are included automatically in the
procedure:
THIS IS NOT THE CASE. You must ABSOLUTELY JOIN THE ASSIGNMENT as
soon as possible, and no later than mid March 2015.
-

There are those who think they can join us LATER: THIS IS NOT THE
CASE. YOU MUST JOIN THE MANDATORY ASSIGNMENT as soon as
possible, and no later than mid March 2015

There are those who are willing to pay for 2015 now but see only one thing: "the
increase is not significant so why not pay now>, however, without knowing
exactly what the amount should be. WARNING: Paying the fee in 2015 is
equivalent to an unspoken agreement of the Transactional Protocol and so you
will not have ANY CHANCE OF RECOURSE!

MOST IMPORTANT FOR NOW : DO NOT PAY THE TAX No 1 OF 2015!
NEITHER No2 IN JUNE

The above are the latest CONCERNS that we wanted to make to you. Think carefully
and take the decision to join us, as our numbers grow we will be stronger and heard

Last Minute news - A new letter emanating from the President of IFE Claus
Hartmann, who signed the protocol, states a truth - "If you pay the amount of
<Invoice No 1 - the Annual Redevance> demanded by Euronat within the time you
accept the settlement agreement . It's true! Making this payment is equivalent to
signing a new contract with Euronat. "
But he also SETS OUT a series of menacing untruths < pertaining to potential
damages because we are defending our interests in court> ..... And then what ?. This
pressure made upon people for seeking a possible decision in the courts is a real
blackmail that we do not appreciate at all!.

For the Collectif – February 2015-02-11 Francine, Michel, Philippe and all others

